Abstract / Poster: 1-1 Basic MEG: Motor function (2) 1-1-6: Cortical temporal dynamics of visually-guided behavior Little is known about how human cortical areas interact with each other during visually-guided behavior. Here, the temporal dynamics of movement preparation and execution were measured by examining oscillatory activity fluctuations in human posterior parietal (PPC) and pre-motor (PMC) cortical networks during reaching and saccadic eye movements, using time-frequency optimized adaptive spatial filtering reconstructions from magnetoencephalography (MEG). During reach and saccade preparation, power decrease in the beta band (12-20Hz) progressed through visual, posterior parietal and pre-frontal cortex. An increase in early high-gamma power (65-95Hz) was identified over dorsal PMC for reaching and the fronal eye fields (FEF) for saccades. During reach preparation, late changes (~550ms) in beta power localized to motor cortex and two regions of PPC, which was not observed during saccade preparation. During reach execution, low-beta activity progressed from motor to pre-motor and parieto-occipital cortex, finally converging on bilateral PPC. During saccade execution, high gamma activity over the supplementary eye field (SEF) and FEF as well as visual cortex also occurred prior to decreases in low beta power over PPC bilaterally. This approach allows us to examine phases of activity between PPC and PMC during visually-guided behavior that not only reflects known connectivity of this network but also provides evidence for effector-specific stages of cortical processing during visually-guided reaching and saccadic eye movements. Rhythmic movements generally require proper timing. Tapping sequences have proven fruitful for investigating interval timing and are here used to study the underlying central 'neural clocks'. The variation of inter-tap intervals (ITIs) can be separated into a variation caused by that central clock, and variations caused by a motor delay between motor command in, e.g., M1, and movement execution. This decomposition already implies a negative correlation between consecutive ITIs even for uncorrelated clock events and in the absence of any feedback. That correlation has indeed been confirmed by numerous behavioral studies. We used MEG to investigate brain activity accompanying finger tapping and asked which related sources do display temporal correlations comparable to that of the ITI-sequences, and which ones do not. Neural areas whose temporal correlation does not resemble that of the movement do not simply match motor output and/or sensory input, but are likely to characterize the (uncorrelated) neural timing process. Sources were determined using SAM. Bilateral motor areas (M1, PM1), sensory cortex (S1), and more timing-related areas like SMA and cerebellum were differentially activated. In particular the latter displayed a significant contrast when comparing tapping in synchrony with a metronome to voluntary tapping. Adding an intentional drift to the sequence challenged performance by far [1] as revealed in stronger though more variable activity in the neural timers. Comparing these findings to α -and (higher) β -band modulations support the latters' functional roles in movement production. The intentional drift allowed for discriminating motor production from sensory feedback since the drift unambiguously marks clock events.The project is financially supported by the Dutch Science Foundation (NWO, grant #452-04-344).
Little is known about how human cortical areas interact with each other during visually-guided behavior. Here, the temporal dynamics of movement preparation and execution were measured by examining oscillatory activity fluctuations in human posterior parietal (PPC) and pre-motor (PMC) cortical networks during reaching and saccadic eye movements, using time-frequency optimized adaptive spatial filtering reconstructions from magnetoencephalography (MEG). During reach and saccade preparation, power decrease in the beta band (12-20Hz) progressed through visual, posterior parietal and pre-frontal cortex. An increase in early high-gamma power (65-95Hz) was identified over dorsal PMC for reaching and the fronal eye fields (FEF) for saccades. During reach preparation, late changes (~550ms) in beta power localized to motor cortex and two regions of PPC, which was not observed during saccade preparation. During reach execution, low-beta activity progressed from motor to pre-motor and parieto-occipital cortex, finally converging on bilateral PPC. During saccade execution, high gamma activity over the supplementary eye field (SEF) and FEF as well as visual cortex also occurred prior to decreases in low beta power over PPC bilaterally. This approach allows us to examine phases of activity between PPC and PMC during visually-guided behavior that not only reflects known connectivity of this network but also provides evidence for effector-specific stages of cortical processing during visually-guided reaching and saccadic eye movements. Rhythmic movements generally require proper timing. Tapping sequences have proven fruitful for investigating interval timing and are here used to study the underlying central 'neural clocks'. The variation of inter-tap intervals (ITIs) can be separated into a variation caused by that central clock, and variations caused by a motor delay between motor command in, e.g., M1, and movement execution. This decomposition already implies a negative correlation between consecutive ITIs even for uncorrelated clock events and in the absence of any feedback. That correlation has indeed been confirmed by numerous behavioral studies. We used MEG to investigate brain activity accompanying finger tapping and asked which related sources do display temporal correlations comparable to that of the ITI-sequences, and which ones do not. Neural areas whose temporal correlation does not resemble that of the movement do not simply match motor output and/or sensory input, but are likely to characterize the (uncorrelated) neural timing process. Sources were determined using SAM. Bilateral motor areas (M1, PM1), sensory cortex (S1), and more timing-related areas like SMA and cerebellum were differentially activated. In particular the latter displayed a significant contrast when comparing tapping in synchrony with a metronome to voluntary tapping. Adding an intentional drift to the sequence challenged performance by far [1] as revealed in stronger though more variable activity in the neural timers. Comparing these findings to α -and (higher) β -band modulations support the latters' functional roles in movement production. The intentional drift allowed for discriminating motor production from sensory feedback since the drift unambiguously marks clock events.The project is financially supported by the Dutch Science Foundation (NWO, Motor imagery task has been widely used for EEG (or MEG)-based brain computer interface (BCI) systems because of its faster response time than the other BCI tasks such as imagination of rotating objects, numerical calculation, and so on. Compared to the other tasks, however, the motor imagery task is much harder to be trained to subjects who had no experience of BCI experiments because the subjects tend to bring "an image of moving their hands" to mind instead of actual kinesthetic imagination. Although various kinds of BCI feedback systems have been proposed to help subjects to get the feel of motor imagery, the subjects could not directly monitor the change of their oscillatory brain activity during the task, resulting in long training time and low success rate.In the present study, we propose a kind of neurofeedback system to train motor imagery using the real-time cortical rhythmic activity monitoring system recently introduced by the authors. The system can visualize spatiotemporal changes of cortical rhythmic activity of a specific frequency band on a subject's cortical surface, not on the subject's scalp surface, with a high resolution. In our experiment, participants, who had had no experience of BCI experiments before, were asked to imagine left or right hand movement while they were watching their cortical activation maps through the real-time monitoring system. During the experiment, they tried to increase mu-rhythm activation around the motor cortex.Before and after the training session which took about 3 hours, we recorded motor imagery EEG data sets from 3 subjects. We then applied a conventional pattern classification method to the data sets and compared the classification accuracy of the EEG data sets acquired before and after the motor imagery training. The classification accuracy was just around 50% in the preliminary data, but it increased to be about 70% after the motor imagery training, demonstrating that our training system is very effective. In patients with Parkinsonian resting tremor it has been shown that cortical activity (registered with MEG) is synchronized or coherent with electromyographic (EMG) activity [1, 2] . To further elucidate the relationship between cortical and EMG activity and, in particular, to reveal the dynamical mechanism underlying the generation of Parkinsonian resting tremor, we here set out to study whether the cerebral rhythm is due to a simple direct transmission of cerebral activity to the periphery or whether there is a real synchronization in terms of an adjustment of the cerebral and the peripheral rhythms. We recorded epochs of spontaneous resting tremor in 7 Parkinson s disease patients. , Gian Luca Romani 1,2 , Maurizio Corbetta Event-related activity was previously reported to induce separate changes in amplitude and phase locking during task performance, thus suggesting event-related desynchronization (ERD) and synchronization (ERS) of ongoing brain activity. We developed a data-driven approach based on MEG recordings for capturing ERD/ERS modulations in the source space. It was tested using MEG data collected from a blocked-design finger tapping task. Data were filtered in the band 1-150 Hz and then processed by means of ICA for the separation of both artifactual and brain-related independent components (ICs). After the exclusion of artifactual ICs, brain sources were estimated from IC sensor maps by means of sLORETA, and normalized in a common atlas. ERD and ERS plots in 1-150 Hz band were calculated from the IC time-courses. Estimated sources and ERD/ERS plots were jointly used for a group-level spatio/temporal cluster analysis, performed by means a supervised hierarchical clustering algorithm. The imaging results obtained on the motor-task MEG data evidenced activations in the inferior frontal gyrus, the insula, the superior temporal gyrus, the precentral and postcentral gyri, the superior paretal lobule, the precuneus, and the cerebellum. In some of these areas, neuronal activity was consistently modulated during the motor task execution, but with ERD and ERS patterns of different latencies. The present MEG method, combining accurate spatial localizations and analysis in time/frequency domain, demonstrated to noninvasively capture the spatio-temporal dynamics of active brain areas during a motor task. These responses include a pre-movement decrease in beta and mu rhythms, and a post-movement increase in the beta frequency band. In the current study, we describe a high-frequency synchronization of neural responses within contralateral motor cortex in typically-developing adolescents. METHODS: Ten typically-developing adolescents completed a unilateral flexion-extension task using each index finger as whole-head MEG data were acquired. These MEG data were imaged in the frequency-domain using spatial filtering and the resulting event-related synchronizations and desynchronizations (ERS/ERD) were subjected to voxel-wise statistical analyses to illuminate the task-specific activation patterns. RESULTS: Consistent with previous findings in adults, these adolescents exhibited a pre-movement ERD response for each index finger that was strongest over contralateral postcentral gyrus, and a post-movement ERS response with the most prominent peak being in the contralateral precentral gyrus (per index finger). In addition, we observed high-frequency (~80 Hz) synchronizations coinciding with movement onset in these adolescents, and these localized to the contralateral precentral gyrus slightly posterior to the post-movement ERS responses. DISCUSSION: We report a high-frequency neural response that is temporally and spatially coincident (i.e., activation centered on the hand knob of contralateral primary motor cortex) with the onset of a flexion-extension movement of either index finger. Supported by: NIMH R01-MH63442 (D.C. Rojas) and F32-MH78359 (T.W. Wilson) 1-1-12: Self-paced movements induce high-frequency gamma oscillations in primary motor cortex Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the role of high frequency (>30 Hz) cortical oscillations accompanying various sensorimotor and cognitive tasks in humans. Similar "high" gamma activity has been observed in the motor cortex, although the functional role of this activity in motor control is unknown. Using whole-head MEG recordings combined with advanced source localization methods, we identified high-frequency (65 to 80 Hz) gamma oscillations in the primary motor cortex during self-paced movements of the upper and lower limbs.
1-1-11: A high-frequency perturbation coinciding with the onset of unilateral finger movements
Brief bursts of gamma activity were localized to the contralateral precentral gyrus (MI) during self-paced index finger abductions, elbow flexions (bicep contractions) and foot dorsiflexions. In comparison to lower frequency (10 to 30 Hz) sensorimotor rhythms that are bilaterally suppressed during voluntary movements (Jurkiewicz et al., 2006) , high gamma oscillations followed movement onset and were completely lateralized to contralateral MI, similar to findings from recent intracranial EEG studies. Peak frequency of gamma activity during foot dorsiflexion (67.4±5.2 Hz) was lower than during finger abduction (75.3±4.4 Hz) and elbow flexion (73.9±3.7 Hz), although the frequency and amplitude of gamma oscillations were markedly similar for left and right movements of the same body part within subjects, suggesting activation of a common underlying network for gamma oscillations in the left and right motor cortex. These findings demonstrate that voluntary movements elicit high-frequency gamma oscillations in the primary motor cortex that are effector specific, and possibly reflect the activation of cortico-subcortical networks involved in the feedback control of discrete movements. The functional role of corticospinal beta synchronization for motor control is still under debate as empirical findings often disagree dependent on the task under study. Long-range synchrony is commonly assessed via coherence although estimates are known to be potentially contaminated by changes in power. The power strongly fluctuates with motor performance as it partly represents (event-related) local (de-)synchronization. Does this imply that long-range synchrony is merely a by-product of local, oscillatory activity rather than a physiological means for information transfer over longer distances? We offer theoretical arguments as well as empirical support for distinct roles of local and long-range synchrony. When using phase synchronization to quantify long-range synchrony, its trace can be recovered in local power changes of cortical beta activity. We illustrate this with recent results of a cued choice reaction time task, eliciting activity associated with response selection and preparation [1] . Cortical power, corticospinal coherence and phase uniformity revealed neural synchronization confined to the beta band: all measures showed task-related modulations. All measures yielded a slow, sustained change, while power and coherence also displayed a rapid stimulus-related drop. That is, cortical power and corticospinal coherence had largely comparable time courses, whereas a rapid drop was absent in the phase dynamics, which is particularly interesting for dynamic motor tasks. Remarkably, a simple decomposition showed that the changes in corticospinal synchrony were linearly superimposed to the changes of local power. The project is financially supported by the Dutch Science Foundation (NWO, grant #452-04-344).
1-1-13: Local and long-range beta synchrony in motor control
[1] van Wijk, Praamstra, Roach, Daffertshofer (submitted). A role of beta oscillatory synchrony in biasing response competition?
